Do you feel that as you look at the grades that have been calculated that something is not quite adding up right?

Here are a couple of things to check:

1. Are the category totals being over ridden?
   a. Go to the gradebook in your course
   b. Look in the category totals to see if there are any grades that are a tan/light brown color.
      Sample below show over ridden course totals

   c. Another spot to look is in the user reports for the student. Below is a sample of a user report that has the course total over ridden
d. To correct this go to the LAE Grader Report

e. Turn editing on

f. Click on the yellow dot, in the column that you need to remove the overridden grades

2. The course aggregation is set up properly
   a. Go to the gradebook
   b. Click on the Category and Items tab
   c. Make sure the aggregation for each category is set correctly. It should match your syllabus

   d. Make changes if necessary and click save changes
3. Are the correct letter grades the same as indicated in the syllabus
   a. Go to the gradebook
   b. Click on the Letters tab
   c. Make sure the letter grades shown in Moodle match the ones in your syllabus
   d. If the letter grades do not match click on Edit grade letters
   e. Click on override site defaults
   f. Change the percentage as needed
   g. If you need to delete a letter grade, then just hit delete and change the boundary setting to “unused”
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